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ABSTRACT
A new high-speed Domino circuit, called HS-Domino is de-
veloped. HS-Domino resolves the trade-o� between per-
formance and noise margins in conventional CD-Domino
logic while dissipating low dynamic power with minimal area
overhead. A dual-threshold (MTCMOS) implementation of
HS-Domino and DDCVS logic is also devised. This imple-
mentation achieves low leakage values during standby, while
maintaining high performance and low dynamic power dur-
ing the active mode.

1. INTRODUCTION
In a digital CMOS circuit, dynamic power dominates the
total power dissipation. Reducing the supply voltage Vdd is
the most e�ective approach to reduce dynamic power dissi-
pation. Lowering Vdd is also important in Deep SubMicron
(DSM) technologies to avoid reliability problems [1]. How-
ever, reducing the supply voltage alone causes serious degra-
dation in the circuit's performance. One way to maintain
performance is to scale down both Vdd and the threshold
voltage Vth. However, reducing Vth increases the subthresh-
old leakage current exponentially. Dynamic logic circuits
such as Domino and Domino Di�erential Cascode Voltage
Switch logic (DDCVS) have signi�cantly worse tolerance to
device subthreshold leakage compared to static CMOS [2].
This makes them risky to utilize the low threshold voltage
(LVT) devices in order to improve the critical path delay [3].
A trade-o� therefore exists between improving the gate's re-
liability and enhancing its speed. Noise margins (NM) are
a good measure of reliability in dynamic logic styles.

A new Domino logic style; High-Speed Domino (HS-Domino)
is therefore devised to resolve this speed-NM trade-o� in
Domino circuits. It extends the Domino's operation into
the DSM regime, with no degradation to the gate's NM. A
new multi-threshold (MTCMOS) scheme for Dynamic logic
styles is then presented. This scheme is applied to both HS-
Domino and DDCVS logic. The MTCMOS implementation
substantially reduces the subthreshold leakage current dur-

ing the standby mode, while attaining high performance and
low dynamic power values during the active mode.

An overview of the operation of CD-Domino logic is �rst
presented and the speed-NM problem is explained in detail.

2. CD-DOMINO LOGIC
Figure 1 shows an 8-input Clock Delayed Domino (CD-
Domino)1 OR gate.
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Figure 1: An 8-input Clock-Delay Domino OR gate

CD-Domino operates as follows: during the precharge phase
(CLK is LOW), the Domino node is charged to \1", and the
keeper transistor Q2 turns ON to maintain the voltage of
the Domino node. When the CLK goes HIGH (evaluation
mode), depending on the inputs, the Domino node is either
discharged to GND or remains HIGH.

At the beginning of evaluation, the keeper is ON, charging
the Domino node to \1". At the same time, the pull-down
devices are trying to discharge the Domino node. This is
called contention, where one device is trying to charge a
node while another device is trying to discharge it. Con-
tention slows down evaluation, and increases dynamic power
dissipation because of the large current owing from Vdd to
GND during evaluation. Therefore, it is preferred to size
down the keeper to reduce the contention current owing
through Q2 and thus enhancing the evaluation speed. A
small keeper size, however, would not be able to compensate
for any leakage currents or charge sharing when all inputs
are \0"'s. This ultimately degrades the gate's NM. This is

1CD-Domino is widely known in the industry as D2 Domino,
while conventional Domino is known as D1 Domino
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Figure 2: Behavior of CD-Domino

the basic speed-NM trade-o� in conventional CD-Domino,
which becomes severer at lower Vth's. Figure 2(a) shows
how the Domino node starts switching while the keeper is
still ON (Contention problem).

Figure 2(b) shows the NM of an 8-input conventional Domino
OR gate for di�erent Vth values while keeping the ratio
Wkeeper=Wn constant and equal to 1/10, where Wkeeper and
Wn are the widths of the PMOS keeper and NMOS pull-
down devices respectively. The 8-input OR gate has been
used, because Domino logic is usually used for wide fan-in
OR gates. OR gates experience the worst case leakage cur-
rent when all the inputs are \0"'s.

Figure 2(b) shows that the NM drops by 1mV for every 1mV
decrease in Vth. The NM is de�ned as the input voltage
change that causes a 10% drop of Vdd at the Domino node
[2]. The NM is set to 10% of Vdd in this work. Figure 2(c)
illustrates the normalized delay of a 3-stage chain of 8-input
CD-Domino OR gates with a fan-out of 3 versus Vth for two
cases: constant Wkeeper=Wn ratio (i.e. ignoring the NM),
and controlled NM (at least 10% of Vdd by increasing the
Wkeeper=Wn ratio).

The constantWkeeper=Wn curve shows that the performance
of CD-Domino increases as Vth decreases. However, this
curve neglects NM, which leads to impractical design. On
the other hand, to control the NM, the keeper has to be
sized up leading to more contention current. This degrades
the gate's speed particularly at low Vth's and ultimately in-
creases the delay (Controlled NM curve)

Therefore, Domino circuits are not suitable for DSM tech-
nologies because of their high leakage currents and degraded
performance. HS-Domino resolves this speed-NM trade-o�.

3. HS-DOMINO LOGIC
The architecture of an 8-input HS-Domino OR gate is shown
in Figure 3. It is similar to CD-Domino except that the gate
O/P is connected to the keeper through an NMOS (N1)
and a PMOS (P1) device, whose gates are connected to the

delayed clock signal.
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Figure 3: An 8-input HS-Domino OR gate

HS-Domino operates as follows: when the clock is LOW
during precharge, the Domino node is precharged to Vdd.
Transistor N1 is OFF, P1 is ON charging the gate of the
keeper transistor Q2 to Vdd, thus turning Q2 OFF. Q2 is
therefore OFF at the beginning of evaluation phase. Con-
tention is thus eliminated between the keeper and the pull-
down devices during evaluation. Therefore, the Domino gate
evaluates faster and no contention current exists.

When the delayed clock becomes \1", if the Domino node
evaluates to \0", the gate O/P is \1", and N1 is ON thus
keeping Q2 OFF. On the other hand, if all the pull-down de-
vices are OFF, the Domino node stays \1", causing the gate
O/P to be \0", which in turn discharges the keeper's gate
through N1. Therefore, the keeper turns ON to maintain
the voltage of the Domino node at Vdd and to compensate
for any leakage currents. HS-Domino thus solves the con-
tention problem by turning the keeper OFF at the start of
the evaluation cycle. Therefore, the keeper width can now
be sized up as Vth scales down to maintain a controlled NM,
without worrying about increasing the contention, and speed
degradation.
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Figure 4: Behavior of HS-Domino

The contention-free operation is clearly demonstrated in Fig-
ure 4(a) where during the precharge phase (CLK goes LOW),
the keeper's input (gate) remains HIGH.

3.1 Speed and Power Comparison
In order to compare the performance of HS-Domino with
that of CD-Domino, a 3-stage chain of 8-input OR gates with
a fan-out of 3, was simulated in 0.25 �m CMOS technology.
The normalized delay versus Vth is shown in Figure 4(b).

The delay curves of the CD-Domino with controlled NM and
constant Wkeeper=Wn ratio in Figure 2(c) are re-plotted to
illustrate the speed advantage of HS-Domino. Figure 4(b)
shows how the delay of HS-Domino circuit continues to de-
crease as Vth is scaled down, without tampering the NM. A
slight speed di�erence starts to develop between HS-Domino
and CD-Domino at constant Wkeeper=Wn ratio as Vth de-
creases. This is because the loading at the Domino node
increases as the keeper is sized up to keep the NM intact.
HS-Domino has a 30% speed advantage over CD-Domino at
very low Vth's, while controlling NM.

Figure 4(c) compares HS-Domino with CD-Domino in terms
of dynamic power at 500MHz using the same OR gate chain.

Although the HS-Domino with controlled NM introduces
slightly higher clock loading, it reduces power dissipation
by 15% to 24% compared to CD-Domino at controlled NM.
This is attributed to the elimination of contention, mean-
ing that there are no short circuit currents owing from
Vdd to GND. N1 and P1, are minimum size devices which
have a minor e�ect on the total power dissipation. At very
low Vth values, the power of HS-Domino increases, because
the keeper is sized up to maintain the NM which increases
the loading at the Domino node. Nevertheless, HS-Domino
proves to consume least dynamic power.

Leakage power of HS-Domino is equal to that of CD-Domino
(constant Wkeeper=Wn and controlled NM). Leakage current
increases by an order of magnitude for every 85mV reduction
in Vth.

Therefore, HS-Domino resolves the speed-NM trade-o�, but
leakage power still has large values. A Multi-Vth (MTC-
MOS) implementation of HS-Domino (MHS-Domino) is there-
fore devised which achieves low values of leakage power while
maintaining the high performance and low power of single
Vth HS-Domino circuits.

Recently, MTCMOS technology has been proposed to re-
duce leakage current in DSM processes. MTCMOS uses low
Vth (LVT) devices to reduce delay during normal operation
and uses high Vth (HVT) devices to reduce leakage current
during standby [4].

The next two sections explain the MTCMOS implementa-
tion of HS-Domino and its superiority over the conventional
MTCMOS implementation of CD-Domino logic.

4. MTCMOS CD-DOMINO LOGIC
In a recent report, an MTCMOS CD-Domino implemen-
tation has been devised [5]. This implementation focuses
on reducing the leakage power while achieving high per-
formance. However, no attention has been paid to noise
margins, which is impractical in dynamic logic. Figure 5 il-
lustrates the schematic of the MTCMOS CD-Domino gate,
where the LVT devices are highlighted.
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Figure 5: An 8-input MTCMOS CD-Domino OR
gate

During evaluation, the gate might have a \0" to \1" tran-
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sition at the gate O/P node. To speed up evaluation, all
the devices involved in this transition should be LVT. These
devices are: the pull-down transistors, transistor Q4, the
NMOS transistor of I2, and the PMOS transistor of I3. Dur-
ing standby, the gate operates in evaluation mode and all
the inputs are forced HIGH. Therefore, the HVT transistors
Q1, Q2, Q5, the PMOS of I2, and the NMOS of I3 are OFF,
reducing the leakage current. Therefore, this scheme reduces
the evaluation delay by using the LVT devices, while HVT
devices are used to reduce leakage power. To keep the gate
O/P HIGH during the standby mode, all inputs to the gate
must be forced HIGH. This ensures that the entire pipeline
of gates will be evaluated, and will remain in a low leakage
state. However forcing all the inputs to be HIGH requires
a gating circuitry at each input which would increase the
dynamic and leakage power, delay, and area of the total
circuit. This implementation does not take noise margin
into consideration either, and su�ers from contention ex-
plained in section 2.To resolve the speed-NM trade-o�, and
thus eliminate the contention, as well as achieving ultra low
leakage values with minimal area overhead, the MTCMOS
HS-Domino (MHS-Domino) circuit is devised.

5. MHS-DOMINO LOGIC
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Figure 6: An 8-input MHS-Domino OR Gate

The MHS-Domino gate shown in Figure 6 is similar to the
HS-Domino gate, except that the keeper's source is con-
nected to a SLEEP signal instead of Vdd. The MHS-Domino
circuit employs a Sleep Signal Generator (SSG) , which is
realized by an inverter as shown in the schematic. The
SLEEP signal is \0" for active operation and \1" for standby.

During active mode (SLEEP is \1"), the operation of MHS-
Domino gate is the same as HS-Domino. Therefore, the
keeper's source is connected to Vdd through the SSG block.
In this scheme, all the transistors involved in the evaluation
are chosen to be LVT devices to reduce delay. These devices
are the NMOS logic block, Q2, Q4, P1, N1, the NMOS tran-
sistor of I2, and the PMOS transistor of I3. LVT devices
are highlighted in Figure 6.

In standby mode, the SLEEP becomes \0", and the clock
is HIGH. The Domino node has two possible values; \1" or
\0". If the node is \0", the gate output is \1" and therefore
the input to the following gate is \1". When the Domino
node is \1", the output is \0", N1 is ON, which turns ON
the keeper. Since, SLEEP is \0", the Domino node is
discharged through the keeper, causing the gate output to

switch to \1". This transition is fast because N1 and the
keeper are LVT. Therefore, at the beginning of standby op-
eration, all MHS-Domino gates change their output to be-
come \1" regardless of the input values. Therefore, input
gating circuitries are not needed which reduces hardware
and power. During standby mode, all HVT transistors Q1,
Q5, the PMOS of I2, the NMOS I3, and the PMOS of the
SSG turn OFF to reduce the leakage current.

5.1 Speed and Power Comparison
The normalized delay of a 3-stage chain of 8-input Domino
OR gates with a fan-out of 3 for the MHS-Domino circuit
versus Vth is shown in Figure 7(a). The delay curves of
the MTCMOS CD-Domino [5] with controlled NM and con-
stant Wkeeper=Wn ratio are also plotted on the same graph
to illustrate the speed advantage of MHS-Domino. Figure
7(a) shows that the delay of the MHS-Domino circuit at
controlled NM, continues to decrease as Vth is scaled down
because there is no contention current. HVT is taken to be
550mV, while LVT is varied and is denoted by Vth in the
three graphs of Figure 7.

Figure 7(b) compares the MHS-Domino circuit with the
MTCMOS CD-Domino circuit in terms of dynamic power
at 500MHz CLK. Although the MHS-Domino circuit in-
troduces slightly higher loading, and an SSG, it actually
has signi�cantly lower power dissipation than the conven-
tional MTCMOS version. This is attributed to the follow-
ing: 1. Elimination of the contention in the MHS-Domino
gate, which means that there are no short-circuit currents
during switching. 2. N1 and P1 are minimum sized de-
vices, contributing to a very small loading e�ect. 3. The
sleep signal generator hardly consumes any dynamic power
because its output is always \1" during the active mode,
and \0" during standby. Thus, no switching occurs except
during transition from one mode to the other. These tran-
sitions are not frequent and their power dissipation penalty
becomes less signi�cant if the system stays most of the time
in the idle state (95%)

A comparison between the normalized leakage power of the
MTCMOS CD-Domino and MHS-Domino is also shown in
Figure 7(c). MHS-Domino consumes slightly higher leak-
age power than the MTCMOS CD-Domino (controlled NM).
For low Vth values, the MHS-Domino consumes less leakage
power compared to the conventional MTCMOS version at
controlled NM. The di�erence in leakage power between the
two cases is negligible since the leakage current is in the
order of pico-amperes. Therefore, MHS-Domino eliminates
the contention, enhances the performance, reduces dynamic
power dissipation and exhibits very low leakage current dur-
ing standby with minimal area overhead.

The scheme used to convert HS-Domino to an MTCMOS
logic style is generic and may be applied to other dynamic
logic styles. Although the speed-NM problem is solved in
Domino Dual Cascode Voltage Switch logic (DDCVSL), the
new MTCMOS scheme is extended to DDCVSL (MDD-
CVSL) to reduce leakage power.
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Figure 7: Behavior of MHS-Domino (LVT of the MHS-Domino circuit is denoted by Vth in the three Figures)

6. MDDCVS ARCHITECTURE AND
OPERATION

MDDCVS has a similar implementation to the conventional
double-branched DDCVS [6], except for a sleep signal gener-
ator (SSG), which connects the sources of the PMOS keeper
devices (Q1 and Q2) to Vdd during the active mode (conven-
tional DDCVSL), or to GND during the sleep mode. Figure
8 shows a typical clock-delayed two input XOR MDDCVS
stage.
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B
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Figure 8: A two input MDDCVS XOR logic gate

During normal operation SLEEP signal is HIGH and the
MDDCVS circuit operates exactly like a conventional DD-
CVS circuit. Because precharge time is not critical, tran-
sistors involved in the precharge process should be HVT to
reduce leakage during standby. These transistors are Q3,
Q4, the NMOS of inverters I1 and I2, PMOS of I3, NMOS
of I4 and the PMOS of the SSG. On the other hand, when

CLK is HIGH (when the logic is evaluated), transistors in-
volved in the evaluation should be LVT to speed-up the
logic gate. The transistors responsible for evaluation are the
NMOS block transistors, NMOS of I3, PMOS of I4 and the
PMOS transistors of I1 and I2. LVT devices are highlighted
in Figure 8.

During the standby mode, both the clock and SLEEP signal
are HIGH, turning OFF the HVT devices. Whether standby
occurs right after precharge or evaluation, this is not an
issue. In both cases, whatever the input values to the gate,
a state will always be reached where one branch is ON (a
path to GND exists) and the other is OFF. Assuming that
the value of the inputs to the N-block cause node N1 to be
LOW and thus N2 to be HIGH, Q2 is therefore turned ON,
allowing node N2 to start discharging through Q2, until it
eventually reaches \0". If the inputs were to cause N2 to
be LOW and N1 to be HIGH, Q1 will turn ON allowing
node N1 to start discharging through Q1, until it eventually
reaches \0".

Therefore, regardless of the inputs to the gate, both N1 and
N2 will be \0" during the standby mode. The time taken
to reach \0" for both N1 and N2 was calculated to be �
200psec. Both nodes F and F will thus go HIGH, which
cause the input NMOS devices in the successive stage to
turn ON completely, and pull-down the two internal nodes
(N1 & N2 of next stage) to GND very quickly. In the second
stage, the discharging time takes � 60psec. Similarly with
any other cascaded gates in the pipeline. Therefore, the �rst
stage usually takes the longest time to reach the standby
state, while the other consecutive gates in the pipeline take
shorter times. This is not critical, especially in mobile sys-
tems, where over 95% of the time is spent as idle time. The
200psec is by far negligible compared to the long minutes a
mobile system could be idle for.

An important advantage of the MDDCVS is that it does
not require speci�c input values to the gate at the standby
mode. This eliminates any increase in area, power, or delay
as a result of gating the inputs to the DDCVS gate.
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Figure 9: Behavior of MDDCVSL (LVT of the MDDCVS circuit is denoted by Vth in the three Figures)

6.1 Speed and Power Comparison
To verify the functionality and bene�t of the MDDCVS, sim-
ulations were performed on a pipeline of 3 MDDCVS XOR
gates with a fan-out of 3 operating at 500MHz and using
0.25�m CMOS technology at 2.5V supply voltage. XOR
gates were used as a test vehicle because DCVS logic is nor-
mally used to implement XOR and MUX circuits due to its
di�erential nature. Figure 9(a) shows the normalized delay
of the 3-stage chain of DDCVS gates versus Vth for 3 cases:
single Vth DDCVS at constantWkeeper (ignoring NM), single
Vth DDCVS at controlled NM, and MDDCVS at controlled
NM.Wkeeper is the size of the keeper transistors Q1 and Q2.
HVT is also taken to be 550mV, while LVT is varied and is
denoted by Vth in the three graphs of Figure 9.

Similar to the Domino logic case, the NM was de�ned as
the input voltage above ground that causes a 10% drop
from Vdd at the DDCVS internal nodes (N1 or N2). The
NM was set to 10% of Vdd. Figure 9(a) shows that MDD-
CVS at controlled NM has similar performance to the sin-
gle Vth at controlled NM case. The constant keeper curve
shows the maximum possible gain in speed by lowering Vth,
which wrongfully ignores the NM. Again, a slight di�erence
in speed starts to develop as Vth decreases between MDD-
CVS and single Vth DDCVS with constant Wkeeper. This is
due to the increased loading at the DDCVS internal nodes
(N1 and N2) as the keeper transistors are sized up to keep
the NM controlled.

Figure 9(b) shows that the MDDCVS consumes approxi-
mately the same dynamic power as the single Vth DDCVS
at controlled NM. This is because the SSG hardly consumes
any dynamic power during the active mode as no switching
occurs. The leakage power of the three cases is also shown in
Figure 9(c). MDDCVS has much smaller leakage consump-
tion over the single Vth designs. This advantage is important
to reduce leakage currents of HVT devices and enhance the
speed by using LVT devices in the evaluation path.

7. CONCLUSION
A modi�ed Domino circuit, called HS-Domino is developed.
HS-Domino resolves the trade-o� between performance and
noise margins in conventional Domino logic. This circuit
can now bene�t from the scaling down of the technology
and supply voltages since it could now tolerate the lower
threshold voltages. The speed of the new Domino logic con-
tinues to improve as the threshold voltages are scaled down,
while controlling the noise margin. HS-Domino has a speed
advantage of 30% at low Vth values. The new circuit also
dissipates up to 24% less dynamic power.

An MTCMOS implementation of the new Domino logic style
is also devised. This dual-threshold implementation achieves
low leakage values during standby, when the HVT devices
are turned OFF. High speed and low dynamic power are also
maintained during the active mode when the LVT devices
turn ON during evaluation. A dual-threshold implementa-
tion of the DDCVS logic gate is also presented. It achieves
substantially low leakage values during standby, while at-
taining high performance and low dynamic power during
the active mode.
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